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Reimagining the maths classroom

It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken
joy in creative expression and knowledge.

ALBERT EINSTEIN
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Driven by purpose
Thanks for taking the time to read our 2020
Impact Report. Here, we’re offering data and
stories about our impact, an insight into our
journey so far, and an open welcome into the
Maths Pathway community.
At Maths Pathway, our purpose is clear. We want to
build a future where every child leaves school unafraid
of maths and ready to apply their mathematical toolkit
to the challenges they face in life. To be numerate and
confident in their ability to think mathematically.
We want education to be resourced to prepare students
for whatever they may dream for their future. To allow
them to fully participate in society and to pursue their
aspirations.
Because if we’re to meet the challenges of the future —
like climate change, deforestation, water shortage and
workplace automation — we’re going to need all STEMbrains on deck.
In the seven years since the birth of Maths Pathway, our
purpose has helped us grow from two teachers helping
their own students to a thriving network of more than
3,700 teachers across Australia.
As teachers we know that good practice is inclusive,
explicit, and caters for individuals with targeted
approaches proven to be effective. We are also acutely
aware that change without the right support will always
fall short of the mark.
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That’s why we’ve worked so closely with our community
to build a Learning and Teaching model that supports
teachers in the classroom, every single day. But we’re
not done yet.
None of what we’ve achieved already, or our plans for
the future, would be possible without our supporters
and champions. So before we tell you about us, we want
to offer our sincere thanks to our community:
• Thanks to the wonderful teachers who have been with
us from the beginning, advocating for and helping to
shape the Maths Pathway Learning and Teaching Model.
• Thanks to the members of our vibrant teacher
community, whose willingness to share their
experience has greatly improved the support we
provide and powered our journey to becoming change
management and implementation experts.
• Thanks to the academics and researchers who have
inspired us, providing the insights that allow us to
continue to refine our model.
• Thanks to the philanthropists who are helping us
realise our dream of introducing Maths Pathway in
every school by supporting us to ensure our great
results are maintained as we scale up to reach
more students.

We couldn’t have done it without you. And please
don’t go anywhere. Until every child in every
classroom is confident in their mathematics
capability, there’s still work to do.

We’re proud wearers of the B Corp badge.

We may look like a business, but at heart, we’re a social movement, driven and
dedicated to changing the world one maths-loving student at a time.
That’s why we’re part of B Corporation. Certified B Corporations balance purpose
and profit, and are required to consider the impact of their decisions on their
workers, customers, community, and environment. They also undertake a
rigorous certification process that ensures they meet the highest standards of
verified performance and transparency.
To find out more, visit bcorporation.net
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For teachers, by teachers

Richard Wilson

Justin Matthys

Co-founder

Co-founder

Richard began life as a management consultant, before
switching gears to dedicate his life to teaching. A native
of South Africa and Teach for Australia alumni, he
witnessed the radical equalising impact of education
firsthand. It was his own experience as a classroom
teacher that made him realise that nothing less than
systemic change would be required to transform how
maths was taught in the classroom.

A member of the physics research group that discovered
the Higgs Boson, Justin swapped his research career
for one in teaching. A graduate of Teach for Australia,
he was made a local Australian of the Year for his work
with underprivileged youth and the homeless. Now, he
dedicates his talents to changing the terrible truth that
he experienced as a classroom teacher: despite teachers’
best efforts, too many students were graduating with little
to no understanding of mathematics.

Richard is the blue sky innovator and idealist. The one
who wanders around the office dreaming up new ideas,
and who can always be counted on to understand how
the latest educational theory or finding can improve the
teaching of maths.
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At the Maths Pathway office, Justin works tirelessly to
ensure the Learning and Teaching Model is translated
into the best possible tools, content and classroom
routines. Justin lives and breathes innovation and will
leave no stone unturned in the search to help teachers
maximise the impact they have on students.

The Maths Pathway team
At Maths Pathway, you’ll find educators, experts, thinkers,
doers, creators and lifelong learners. Maths Pathway is
made up of many teams — each with their own expertise
and all committed to the same cause.
The Learning team includes teachers, pedagogy experts,
and mathematicians. This balance of expertise creates
the perfect synergy for the development of highly
effective student and teacher resources.
Our Schools team are former teachers, change
management experts, and communication specialists
who devote their time to working with schools through
the implementation journey and beyond.
The Engineering and Product Insights teams are the
tech gurus behind the Maths Pathway student and
teacher portals. These UX designers, engineers and data
specialists constantly strive to improve workflows and
student and teacher experiences.

The F-4 team are specialists in their fields. Comprising
early education experts and experienced engineers, the
team works with primary schools to develop innovative
tools, programs and resources that support F-4 maths
learning.
Lastly, but certainly not least, our Support team. This
team boasts a combination of product knowledge,
school administration understanding, and a deep care
for our teachers and students. They are the team
responsible for day-to-day customer support.
But what we think makes our people special, is that we
all share one belief: big change is needed in education
so that every child can access an exceptional maths
education. That’s what we’re all passionate about
and that’s why we do what we do. We’re dedicated to
supporting you in building a better future for maths
teaching and learning in Australia.

Education Advisory Board
The Education Advisory Board is a select group of
education experts who contribute to the ongoing
innovation and refinement of Maths Pathway’s
Learning and Teaching Model.
Collectively, the Education Advisory Board members
have a wealth of expertise across mathematics
education and school education policy and practice.
They are forward-thinkers who are passionate about
improving the education system for all young people.

Melodie Potts-Rosevear
CEO, Teach for Australia
Roslyn Prinsley
Head, Strategic Research
Initiatives, Office of the
Deputy Vice Chancellor,
Research & Innovation, ANU
Sonia Sharp
Principal, Nous Group

Rob Randall
Former CEO of the Australian
Curriculum, Assessment and
Reporting Authority (ACARA)
Jacqueline Magee
Director, Learning First
Robyn Mildon
Executive Director of the
Centre for Evidence and
Implementation (CEI)

Board of Directors
Our Board of Directors lend their extensive business
experience and acumen to the governance and strategic
direction of Maths Pathway.

Anthony Jon Bohm
Karen Elizabeth Bohm
William John Conn
Michael Lynch
Robert John McLean
2020 Impact Report
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There’s no such thing
as a ‘maths person’
A NOTE FROM OUR CO-FOUNDER, RICHARD WILSON

Learning to count as a
child is just as exciting
as learning the alphabet.
There’s no discrimination
between numbers and
letters. Numbers are pretty
exciting things to children.
They represent the age you
are and how many fingers
you need to hold up to show
it. Or the size of your Lego
collection. Or the amount of candles you get to blow out
on your birthday cake.

Numbers are not intimidating.
They’re meaningful and wondrous.
But somewhere along the line that changes. The joy of
counting cars in the street or skipping numbers as they
play hop-scotch is replaced with confusion. Suddenly,
numbers are no longer about exploring with MAB blocks
or drawings. Instead, they’re part of bigger equations,
impossible algebra problems that are not as fun and not
as easy to understand.
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And that’s when they become hard — scary even. If we
can’t multiply at the speed of a calculator, we assume that
numbers probably aren’t for us. We mustn’t have been
born with an in-built compass to navigate the complex
world of mathematics. So many of us are so sure of this
by age 6 that from there on we don’t even try .
Numbers are moved to the domain of a limited few.
An elite group we don’t even want to be part of.
From primary school through to graduation, most
students make do by memorising what they can. Never
really understanding maths or seeing it for what it truly is.
They enter adulthood claiming “I’m not a maths person”
any time a bill needs to be split. It’s a level of discomfort
that society is completely used to, so common place that
we have grown accustomed and desensitised to a fully
grown adult not being able to calculate the change due
without the support of a register.
The truth is, everyone is a maths person. We can all
understand, and even enjoy, maths if we’re given the time
to explore it.
Maths Pathway exists because we want everyone to see
this. We want to eliminate the point at which numbers
become scary, so that every student has the opportunity

Without mathematics, there’s nothing
you can do. Everything around you is
mathematics. Everything around you
is numbers.
SHAKUNTALA DEVI, MATHEMATICIAN

to experience success in maths. Allowing them to become
fully numerate and fully comfortable with numbers.
Maths is no different to learning your mother tongue. As a
matter of fact, it is an universal language that crosses all
borders, races and religions. It is the language of ideas, of
exploration, of nature.
Now more than ever the world needs maths. There are
problems to solve, technologies to develop, vulnerable
communities to support, and advancements needed to
move forward into the future.

It’s a sign of our collective experience and depth of
understanding that we’ve been asked to do this. It’s an
incredible opportunity that we won’t take lightly.
This report outlines the latest steps on our journey to
achieve our mission. Take time to explore what we’ve
learnt, how far we’ve come and how you can help us take
the next steps.

That’s why the mission of the teachers,
students, parents, schools and, partners
who make up the Maths Pathway
community is so important.
We don’t just want to change maths education for the
next generation. We need to. And we don’t plan on
stopping until we get there.
In 2020 Maths Pathway will be reaching further than
ever before towards this goal. We’re working with
ACARA on both the Curriculum Review and the Learning
Progressions and Online Formative Assessment Initiative.
That means that we’ll be working to help define the future
of maths education in Australia.
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The state of maths education
The current state of maths education in
Australia... it’s not good. We’ve all heard
about it, and the disappointing facts and
dire predictions that come with it.
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Among them is the declining number of Australian
students choosing to study maths in their senior years
of high school and the lack of STEM proficiency1.

Beyond the headlines concerned with jobs and student
performance are other worrying truths. The smaller
percentage of girls, compared to boys pursuing
Advanced Maths and STEM careers6; the ongoing
challenge of ensuring that merit is what predicts student
success, rather than socio-economic background7; the
disaffection and underperformance of talented maths
students; and the loss of maths teachers to other
professions due to the lack of support8.

This is a concern given that projections by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics show that employment is predicted to
increase in professional, scientific and technical services
by 12% and health care by 16% in the next four years2. But
the STEM pipeline of job seekers with the skills to take
on these roles is declining across the board3. This is ‘a
major concern for the industry’, according to the Australian
Industry Group’s CEO Innes Wilox4.

Our data shows that traditional ways of teaching maths
will see an average of just 9% of students reaching or
exceeding the expected curriculum standard for their
year level. This means that by the time these students
complete Year 10, the vast majority are underprepared
to continue their studies in senior maths, pursue
tertiary courses or further studies in related fields, or
successfully enter the workforce.

The 2018 PISA results comparing the performance
of students internationally showed that only 10%
of Australian students demonstrated advanced
knowledge of mathematics, compared to 44% in the top
performing country5.

What’s more concerning is that only 11% of students
would reach a minimum of level 9 — the level of
understanding needed for students to be fully numerate
— by the end of their schooling.

mathspathway.com
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Expanding our reach to support
Foundation - Level 4
At Maths Pathway, we know that the early
years of a child’s education are crucial to their
development. They are the foundations that will
hold all future learning.
The Maths Pathway model covers the curriculum from
Levels 1-10A, but some of the practices that are part of it
require a level of agency typically found in students in years
5-10.
To ensure we could better support early learning our team
of early childhood experts have worked with teachers
from different schools and backgrounds to develop two
new tools.
Personalised learning is the key to growth and success in
maths. It ensures students learn what they’re ready for,
building mathematical mastery along a continuum.
Applying this practice in Foundation - Level 4 scaffolds
student learning and builds a solid mathematical
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understanding, minimising the need for later intervention.
It also supports the development of mathematical
proficiencies supporting the development of fluency,
reasoning, problem solving and understanding.
Designed to support personalised learning in
mathematics for students in Foundation to Level 4, these
tools provide granular data and easy to use dashboards
to inform teacher decision making and strategic practice.
Expert designed lessons also increase teacher impact in
the classroom and support student engagement.
And, it’s not just about lessons and tools — it works to
shift mindsets and behaviours too, leading to happier
teachers and more eager learners.
Without the right data, personalised learning is impossible.
That’s why the Diagnostic Assessment Tool is the first
component we’ve developed for Foundation - Level 4.

Interactive, time-saving solution to assessment

The Growing Mathematicians Program

Early Insights is an interactive and time saving solution
to formative assessments. It combines a short teacherstudent interview followed by an interactive assessment
that includes multiple types of questions, an automatic
‘read aloud’ feature to reduce misunderstanding and the
ability for students to answer by speaking to their device.

Moving from a traditional classroom to one that is
focused on personalised learning requires a shift in
mindset. If we don’t reset our attitudes and behaviours,
our capacity for meaningful impact is limited.

In just one lesson, teachers will know the mathematical
understanding of all their students and have enough data
to plan for the next steps.

This self-paced online resource provides teachers with a
comprehensive toolkit that reimagines the maths classroom.
It supports teachers in guiding students on an engaging
journey to discover and develop growth mindset
practices, learning routines, and protocols needed to
become effective learners.

2020 Impact Report
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Making classrooms more equitable
There is nothing more radical than providing equal
access to quality education. Only when students’
ability, will, and perseverance determines how well
they perform at school — not their socio-economic
background — will Australian society be truly inclusive,
equitable and just.
We’re not there yet. In fact, things have gotten worse in
Australia in recent years. PISA9 and NAPLAN10 figures
show a growing gap in educational achievement related
to socio-economic status. In maths, the achievement
gap between the least and most advantaged students
is significant. Students in disadvantaged secondary
schools are making around half the progress in numeracy
compared to students in advantaged schools. And in
many cases, students in disadvantaged schools are
making a lot less than a year worth of growth each year.11

Maths Pathway is pushing back against social inequity.
In 2018, the mean improvement rate for students in
disadvantaged schools was 2.61, compared to the still
impressive improvement rate of 1.97 for learners in
more privileged schools. In other words, Maths Pathway
students in all schools are learning more rapidly than
they were before - but this effect is even stronger for
underprivileged students. We are helping teachers
provide a clear pathway for those deprived of the best
start in life to achieve and excel.
These results also support research findings12 that
leadership quality, school culture, consistency of teacher
practice and teacher professional development are
more important drivers for growth than size, sector,
remoteness or socio-economic background. This is why
the Maths Pathway model at its core is about teacher
practice, providing schools with a scalable framework and
supporting teachers and leaders through personalised
coaching and ongoing professional learning opportunities.

Students in disadvantaged schools fall behind between Year 3 and 913
Grattan Institute’s findings from 2016 NAPLAN report
High
advantage
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Medium
advantage

9

7

NOTES

Low
advantage

Results show the estimated
progress of students grouped by
their school ICSEA. Low, medium
and high advantage schools are the
bottom ICSEA quartile, middle two
ICSEA quartiles and top advantage
ICSEA quartiles respectively.
White values are the gap between
highest and lowest groups.
Coloured values are the years of
progress gained from Year 3.
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Year 5
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Proportion of school-level variation explained by school factors14
Grattan Insitute’s 2018 findngs on how school advantage affects achievement and progress nationally
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Everyone gets better and the level of socio-economic advantage makes less of a difference.
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We all started here...
With a fresh teaching
qualification and a whole lot
of passion.

The problem
Where does
it all go wrong?
But it doesn’t take long
to end up stressed out.
Frustrated. Overwhelmed..

An Old System
Let’s take a step back and
have a look at our education
system. It’s old and a bit
clunky. It’s more about
paperwork and ticking
boxes than delivering great
learning to students.

The Conveyor Belt
It’s kind of like a factory. Students roll in
on the production line and graduates are
churned out. The mechanics don’t support
individual growth.

The solution

Students are left behind
That doesn’t stop us from trying to cater to the individual
needs of our students, but we really don’t have the time
or resources to do it. So instead, we are forced to crank
the conveyor belt into action and try our best.
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A new approach
We’ve developed a new approach that ditches the
conveyor belt. One that isn’t based on outdated
beliefs and clunky systems.
In our new classroom, this is what we believe in:

The 5 Core Beliefs
LEARNING, THEN ASSESSMENT,
THEN REPORTING
Student learning should come first,
then assessments, then reporting.
Assessments should help inform
learning, not the other way around.

MULTIPLE LEARNING MODES
Classrooms should include multiple
learning modes, so students have more
opportunities to engage with content
and explore concepts from different
perspectives.

RELATIONSHIPS AND FEEDBACK
Teachers should have the time and
resources to build productive learning
relationships with all students. After all,
teaching is centred on relationships.

DEEP UNDERSTANDING
Mastery should be prioritised so we
can give our students the opportunity
to create a solid foundation of maths
knowledge.

CONTINUUM LEARNING
Students learn maths on a continuum.
By focusing on teaching students what
they’re ready to learn, they can build their
mathematical knowledge regardless of
their starting point.

Time for Change
The factory might still exist, but we can change the way
it runs. At Maths Pathway, we’ve already taken the first
steps to update the mechanics by working with schools
to build the tools and resources needed to deliver better
outcomes for students.

2020 Impact Report
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Focusing on
student-teacher relationships
Why are student-teacher relationships important?
Did you have a favourite teacher at school? For most of
us, there’s at least one that stands out.
The relationship between student and teacher is such
an important one. It’s not just central to learning, it can
also have long-lasting effects on academic and social
development.
According to a 2014 study by McCormick and O’Connor15,
students who have strong, positive relationships with
their teachers are more likely to reach higher levels of
achievement compared to those who don’t.
They also found that positive student-teacher
relationships in primary school contributed to increased
achievement in reading, while relationships with conflict
were linked to lower reading achievement.
It’s a similar story for maths. Students who work in
classrooms with a higher level of emotional support
have increased engagement in their learning. Students
in these environments are also more motivated to learn
maths and are more willing to help their peers learn
new concepts16.
These relationships don’t just affect students in the
short term either. The relationship a student has with
their teacher in their first year of school can impact their
academic achievement and behaviour through to early
high school17.
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In their study, Hamre and Pianta18 reported that students
who had more conflict with teachers or showed a
greater dependency toward them had lower academic
achievement in maths, language, and arts as well as
behavioural problems throughout their schooling.
Maths Pathway understands the importance of
student-teacher relationships. That’s why teachers are
central to our Learning and Teaching Model.
We know that it can be really difficult for teachers to
develop strong, productive relationships with every
student that they teach. They don’t have enough time to
meet with every student regularly, or the information on
hand to truly understand where each individual is at.
Maths Pathway brings relationships to the forefront,
building in dedicated time for teachers to meet with
every student to set learning goals and discuss
progress. And with live data on hand, teachers can get a
clear picture of each student’s current learning needs so
they can provide meaningful feedback and direction.
This supports teachers to really get to know their students
and create a strong foundation for a positive learning
environment. They have the time to encourage each
individual to recognise their progress and experience
success in maths. Often, for the very first time.

It makes relationships stronger. It’s a different way for
staff to deliver maths. Once you understand Maths
Pathway, you can’t not implement it. You really can’t.
You’re really letting the kids down if you don’t.
MICHAEL GREEN, BADEN POWELL COLLEGE
2020 Impact Report
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The Maths Pathway Model
Why do we exist?

What is Maths Pathway?

At Maths Pathway we envision a world where every
student experiences growth and success in maths.
No matter their current level, or their socio-economic
background. One in which all people, adult or child, are
confident with numbers.

The Maths Pathway model is a holistic approach
that combines education best-practice with
technology to entirely replace the textbooks, apps
and tech systems used to teach maths in schools.

This is exactly why our founders, teachers Richard and
Justin, developed the Maths Pathway Learning and
Teaching Model in collaboration with thousands of other
teachers over the past seven years.

It is designed to support teachers to deliver personalised
learning to every student, increasing growth and
engagement in the classroom.

They believe, that given the right resources, tools, and
support every teacher can help every student to:
• Confidently use mathematics in routine and nonroutine ways
• Lay out their logic with such clarity and completeness
that the reasoning is beyond question
• Become curious about mathematical things and can
appreciate the intrinsic beauty in mathematics
• Become used to thinking deeply/meaningfully about
maths — routinely “switch their brains on”
• Expect that mathematics should make sense; there is
an underlying logic behind ideas they encounter
• Build courage — don’t expect answers to land on
their lap immediately and don’t give up easily
• Properly tackle applications of mathematics,
leveraging the skills and capacities at their disposal
• Enjoy the process of learning — reward comes from
meeting the challenges inherent in the subject
• Believe that there is a path from any unfamiliar piece
of maths to a point of full understanding
• Develop a “big picture” view of maths, giving them a
broad idea of what types of mathematics exist
• Acquire deep, conceptual understanding of all the
maths they learn — even if this means “covering” a
smaller set

20
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It only works if schools and teachers commit to
developing their practice — deepening their pedagogical
understanding in line with the latest learning science.
The model revolves entirely around teacher and student
mindsets and actions.
Our role is to make that change and improvement
as easy and practical as possible, with all the right
resources, tools, and support.

A model for all students
The Maths Pathway model works for all students
because it meets them where they happen to be in
their learning journey. By applying high impact teaching
strategies and focusing on growth, effort and work
habits, students develop a growth mindset and become
independent learners. As a result, our students master
twice as much curriculum in one year as they would in a
traditional classroom. We invite you to explore the data
and see it for yourself.

Number of students predicted to be equipped for Advanced
Maths studies and STEM careers by the end of Year 10
20,000

With Maths Pathway

Traditional classroom
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No student held back or left behind
Supporting talented students to excel
The Head of Maths at Redcliffe State High School was
constantly disappointed to find that year after year,
the school’s top maths students would ‘hit a wall with
their progress’ and drop to a less challenging maths
course: ‘Something wasn’t working.’
The loss of capable and keen maths students to nonSTEM related courses doesn’t get much media attention.
But it is an important contributor to the overall decline19
of Australian students studying senior mathematics
at high school20 and University21. The current focus on
broad skilling and high ATARs is contributing to the low
engagement seen in maths subjects22.

The average Year 7 class has an eight
year spread of ability23, ranging from
students who struggle to count to
students who have a deep mathematical
understanding and often lack challenge
from aged-based content.
This wide range of levels creates an extremely
challenging situation in the classroom. Despite
teachers’ best efforts, struggling students will not
get the support they need to progress and the most
advanced students won’t be extended in their learning.
As teacher Rose Nahilland told us, ‘Having taught
Year 8 maths for the past three years, I often felt that
students at the top end were not being pushed to see
how far they could go or improve.’
Maths Pathway enables teachers to personalise the
learning experience for every student in the classroom.
Students access the content they are ready for based
on data pinpointing their precise learning needs.
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Teachers support their learning through targeted
instruction and Rich Learning, challenging high achieving
students to excel while supporting students at and
below the level to continuously grow. As Jacqueline Lee
at Emerald Secondary College explains, ‘We still need
to be pushing top-level kids and not allow them to
assume they’re always going to get 99% on something.
These types of students often give up when they get to
Advanced Maths courses because they’re used to things
being easy straight away. Maths Pathway students
learn to be pushed all the way through.’
Anecdotal data about increased enrolments in
Advanced Maths courses suggests the model is
working. At Lavalla Catholic College, teachers report a
25% increase in enrolments in Maths Methods among
students who’ve been using Maths Pathway since
Year 7. Their NAPLAN results have also improved, with
students beating the state average.
Galen College reported an increase in demand for both
the Year 10 preparatory program and Year 11 Maths
Methods classes, while the demand for basic numeracy
classes has halved. Maths Pathway has also allowed
Galen College to advance Year 9 and 10 extension
students to senior mathematics while keeping them
with their year-level cohort. This ensured that critical
relationships and experiences weren’t disrupted,
something that had proved to be impossible with
traditional acceleration classes. At Brighton Secondary
College, 41 students are more than six months ahead
of their expected year-level. Before implementing our
model in 2015, only five students were in this group —

a remarkable improvement.

The eight y ear spread of a traditional Year 7 class

8 students have

huge gaps in
their early
primary learning

2 students

can’t count yet

5 students
can only
do basic
operations

5 students

are just barely
keeping up with
the course

2 students

have deep
understanding

6 students

can only follow
step-by-step
recipes
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There was no one thing that I could do, no
one-textbook approach. Every student in
my class was different. They demanded a
new approach, a new relational connection.

EDDIE WOO, MATHS TEACHER AND AUTHOR

Our vision for all classrooms
Step inside a Maths Pathway classroom, and you
know you are somewhere special. Students are
engaged as they work to their personalised learning
plan, independently or in pairs. They look forward to
spending one-on-one time with their teacher to reflect
on their progress just as much as joining a small group
of students to take part in a mini-lesson. Immersing
themselves in a project or Rich task is the highlight of
their week, where they deepen their understanding and
problem solving skills in a playful setting.
The soundscape is one of constructive industry: students
working independently, collaboratively or with their
teacher, abuzz with a sense of purpose, accomplishment
and excitement about maths. Students are in charge of
their own learning, excited about the progress they are
making everyday.
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Growth mindset is not just a colourful poster hanging
on the classroom wall — it’s embraced by everyone
— mistakes are encouraged because they present an
opportunity to learn.
Teachers are happy with the growth and engagement
experienced by all of their students. After all, this is why
they became teachers. Outside of the classroom, they
never feel unsupported. They are part of a community of
more than 3,700 teachers changing maths classrooms
in Australia. They know that help is always at hand with
their School Improvement Consultant who is available
to provide regular advice, be their sounding board, and
facilitate professional development.
As you watch all of this unfold, the moving parts begin to
fade into the background leaving you with a new sort of
classroom — a welcoming and safe learning space full
of happy students and fulfilled teachers.
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Look inside
the classroom
of the future
Personalised
learning

Curriculum
mapped
content

Targeted explicit
teaching
26
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Data-informed
feedback

School
Improvement
Consultant

Professional
growth and
development
Rich Learning

Differentiated
assessment

You’ll see eight components working together, supporting
teachers to have a greater impact and helping students to
grow and succeed in maths.
This is our vision for the perfect classroom — one that
we’re bringing to life in schools across Australia.
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Eight components, one holistic model
Each component in the Maths Pathway model is impactful by itself, but its
true power is in the carefully designed structure and the relationship between
components. In our model, the whole really is greater than the sum of its parts.

PERSONALISED LEARNING

TARGETED EXPLICIT
TEACHING

RICH LEARNING

CURRICULUM
MAPPED
CONTENT
DIFFERENTIATED
ASSESSMENT

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
CONSULTANT
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PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
AND DEVELOPMENT

DATA-INFORMED
FEEDBACK

Personalised learning
The average classroom has an eight year
spread of ability24. Maths Pathway uses
advanced diagnostics and ongoing formative
assessments to provide granular data on
each student’s gaps and competencies. By
identifying each students’ learning profile —
what they have mastered, what gaps exist,
and what they are ready to learn next —

Maths Pathway gives students the curriculum
mapped content they are ready to learn. This
ensures students work within their Zone of
Proximal Development, being challenged
enough to remain engaged but given plenty of
opportunity to experience success.
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Eight components, one holistic model

Targeted explicit teaching
Explicit teaching works25. But the wide spread of ability in the classroom means
teachers can’t use this strategy effectively when teaching an entire classroom at once.
Students who are below level fall further behind, while those above fail to achieve
their potential. Those at level are likely to rote learn as they fail to truly understand the
subject. These conditions, where most students are unable to experience success, cause
many to disengage.
Having access to real-time data allows teachers to identify and group students with
similar needs and deliver impactful, stimulating, and personalised instruction. Lessons
are conducted with small groups of students who have a similar understanding of a key
concept or have comparable learning needs, giving them the opportunity to problem
solve, ask questions, and think critically.

I don’t know how I could ever go
back to traditional teaching now.

ASHLEIGH PRATT
SNOWY MOUNTAINS GRAMMAR SCHOOL
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Eight components, one holistic model

I expected to improve their maths.
I didn’t expect to improve my teaching.

Rich Learning
A Rich Learning task is one that engages students and develops
critical thinking, reasoning, and problem solving skills. Our Rich
tasks are developed in partnership with Dan Finkel, maths teacher
extraordinaire and the founder of Math for Love. Dan embraces
Rich tasks as a way for teachers to connect mathematical ideas
from across the curriculum, spark students’ curiosity and encourage
productive struggle — promoting student agency.
Rich Learning tasks and projects allow students to explore
mathematics in novel and real-world contexts, moving them beyond
the dot points of the curriculum and allowing them to demonstrate
and extend their learning. Students are encouraged to think like
mathematicians and explore the world of maths in an exciting and
playful way.
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CHRISTOPHER HILL, EPPING SECONDARY COLLEGE
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Eight components, one holistic model

Curriculum mapped content
Maths Pathway’s content is aligned to each state curriculum,
covering mathematics from Years 1 through to 10.
Our carefully scaffolded modules of work build students’
understanding, fluency, problem solving and reasoning skills.
Worksheets include fully worked solutions to each of the
questions, as well as a short instructional video that supports
the introduction of new concepts. Students are exposed to
routine and non-routine scenarios that prepare them to solve
real life problems effectively. Teachers have access to detailed
lesson plans for each key concept in the curriculum, as well as
a library of Rich Learning tasks with detailed instructions to
proficiently run these activities with their class.

Differentiated assessment
Every student’s learning journey is different. But in
a traditional classroom each student is assessed on
the same aged-based content. Maths Pathway uses
ongoing formative assessments to inform what each
student should learn next or keep working on. This
component is essential for effective personalised
learning to gather real-time data and enable timely
feedback and intervention.
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Data-informed feedback
Thorough data from diagnostics and fortnightly differentiated
assessments is organised into actionable, live dashboards giving
teachers granular data on every student. This allows them to provide
meaningful feedback that is regular and timely. Students with similar
learning profiles are also automatically grouped to assist teachers in
delivering targeted instruction.
Custom term or semester reports can be generated, exported and
shared through different school learning systems.
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Eight components, one holistic model

School Improvement
Consultant
Schools are complex environments and
Maths Pathway is not a magic solution
that schools can pick up and take away.
Our model is an important change to the
way mathematics is taught and demands
proper implementation. That’s why we
provide schools with their own School
Improvement Consultant. These dedicated
specialists assist and guide schools through
the implementation process. They provide
ongoing strategic advice, coaching, and
support to ensure schools make the most of
each component of the model.
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Professional growth
and development
We want our students to be lifelong
learners, but what about teachers?
Continuous practice improvement
requires commitment and ongoing
professional development. So does
change management. In our sevenyear journey we’ve become experts
at educating, advising, and supporting
teachers. We provide tailored training
— both in person and online — at every
stage of your Maths Pathway journey.
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Why our model works:
A proven approach
Informed by research

Insight-driven updates

The Maths Pathway model is synthesised from
the important work of educational researchers and
innovators like Robert J Marzano26, Jo Boaler27, Peter
Goss28, Dan Meyer29, Dan Finkel30 and Dylan William31.
It represents the best collective up-to-date knowledge
we have about high-impact teaching, including effective
classroom strategies and powerful learning tools.

As the number of students using our model increases, so
too does our capacity to make improvements. In fact, we
have a unique ability to use real-time data to update our
teacher and student portals — something many other
providers simply can’t do. If thousands of students are
tripping up on the same question, we know about it. And
we can fix it. But even better, we can see the efficacy
of the change, ensuring the content we’re delivering to
students is the best it possibly can be.

Improved by teachers
The foundation of the model is built on pedagogy
and education best-practice, but it is supported by
insights and feedback from the Maths Pathway teacher
community. Teachers know better than anyone, learning
is a process, not an outcome. Research changes and
best practice updates year after year. That’s why
our most important data source continues to be our
community. Feedback from teachers and leaders at
Maths Pathway partner schools and data from more
than 67,200 students from 300 schools around the
country, informs us about what’s working and what’s not
so we can improve our model every year.

Ingrained in community
Providing a child with a solid maths education is not
an easy task. It might start with one dedicated teacher
who’s willing to do what’s right instead of what’s
easy, but it doesn’t stop there. That teacher needs a
committed group of school leaders who are willing to
break from the mould. They need a dedicated group
of School Improvement Consultants — many of them
teachers themselves — to be there to support the
change. But most importantly, each needs the other.
Because this isn’t just a job. It’s a mission. A mission
to provide each and every student with the maths
education that they deserve.

Prior to using Maths Pathway, our data suggested that our students
were growing at about 0.5 levels in a year. Since starting Maths Pathway
our students are averaging 1.6 year’s growth per year.
We find that an amazing achievement, because we’re seeing students
who don’t see themselves as maths people, achieving scores sometimes
above level. And for us as teachers, that’s incredible, that’s what really
drives us.
LIAM CLIFFORD, BADEN POWELL COLLEGE
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Our Schools

In 2019...
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814,400
MODULES COMPLETED

12,858,522

FORTNIGHTLY TEST QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Our Impact

450

SCHOOL VISITS

1,511

CALLS TO SCHOOLS

7,700

SUPPORT EMAILS RESOLVED

1.8 hrs

SUPPORT RESOLUTION TIME
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Helping girls find success
In the early years of schooling, there is barely any
gender divide in maths. But by age 8, a clear gap in self
perception of mathematical ability develops in female
students32 one that widens as they enter high school
and often they decide against pursuing maths in senior
year levels33.
This is not because girls don’t recognise how useful
maths can be to them later in life, including in helping
them to pursue their desired career, they do. But lower
levels of confidence and higher performance anxiety34
are likely connected to what studies show as a lack of
interest — and liking — of the subject35 36.
Maths Pathway addresses all aspects of this problem.
The model is designed around mastery learning37.
Students work in their Zone of Proximal Development38 39
and with the fundamental understanding that they must
actively construct their mathematical understanding from
existing knowledge40. This in turn requires a hierarchical
learning paradigm wherein each piece of new learning
has strict prerequisites that must first be met41.

In other words, students can only conceptually
understand a new piece of maths if they have already
mastered everything that leads to that point.
The model is centred on rewarding accuracy and effort
and encouraging productive struggle, students develop
perseverance and resilience and take ownership —
becoming intrinsically motivated learners.

This approach enables student growth,
regardless of gender. The average female
student in 2019 learned 1.29 years
worth of maths curriculum in 12 months,
exceeding the already impressive growth
rate of 1.22 achieved by male students.
These findings tell an important story. That all students
in Maths Pathway classrooms are more than doubling
the amount of maths they master every year.

Participation Rate

Percent of Year 12 students studying higher mathematics by gender42
Data from the Australian Mathematics Science Institute clearly shows that
females continue to be under-represented in senior maths courses
Percent of Year 12 males

Percent of Year 12 females
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What our parents & students say:
My daughter came home last night and, so proudly, told
me she had achieved 100% on a maths test. I am used to
tears when she is learning Math. It gave me tears of joy
to see her expressing positive emotions related to math.
I could not be happier.

NICOLE ROBINSON, PARENT

I hated maths, hated
it so much because
I was horrible at it.
With Maths Pathway,
it changed and I went
from E’s to A’s and B’s.

My maths teacher told
me if I can keep up this
rate, I can learn two and
a half years worth of
maths in one year.

LUKA, REDCLIFFE STATE HIGH SCHOOL
LACHY, DE LA SALLE COLLEGE

The only reason my
son comes to school
is Maths Pathway.
Seriously, the
only reason.

LISA GALLWEY, PARENT

This is so much better
than the old way.

YEAR 7 STUDENT, NAMBUCCA HEADS HIGH SCHOOL

There were gaps in her learning that hadn’t been highlighted
before. So by highlighting that it meant that she has to work
through those and master those in order to be able to
move on, which I think is a fantastic thing.

JACKALIN HANCOCK, PARENT
44
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What our teachers say:
Identifying students’ prior
knowledge is key to their
progression through the
Mathematics curriculum.
Maths Pathway provides an
abundance of data to identify
student needs, any targeted
intervention required
to fill learning gaps and
opportunities for
extended learning.

CLAY URQUHART, NAMBUCCA HEADS HIGH SCHOOL

I love the program! Students were
engaged with the content and are
learning at a pace appropriate to them.
Teachers are equipped with resources
to better respond to student need.
The support offered by the Maths
Pathway team is second to none.
It is pleasing to see the growth of
students in mathematics,
particularly at an SSP
(behaviour/emotion
school). I would highly recommend
this program to any school as it
benefits both staff and students.
KATHRYN MEGGITT, VERONA SCHOOL

I just crunched some numbers on the progress of my students’ growth on
Maths Pathway. So, Hattie indicates students are currently learning at 0.6 of
an expected years growth. We have worked with Maths Pathway with our
Year 8 class for 6 months now so one might expect a growth of 0.3. I crunched
numbers on our lot from their beginning level up until now and it has come
out at 1.2 approx. Meaning that our students are progressing at four times the
expected rate of growth. Some of the higher performers (ie 1.9 or larger) are
really struggling students not the more academic students you might expect.

CHRISTINE GALBRAITH, ST JAMES CATHOLIC COLLEGE

Maths Pathway
is that ‘aha!’
moment for
maths education
in Australia.

Thanks for making Maths Pathway.
Last Friday a girl went up to her
English teacher bursting with pride and
demanding to tell the teacher the great
news — she got 200% growth on her
Maths Pathway test. She said she had
never felt so happy because she never
got good marks in maths ever.
The English teacher felt happy too!
Now she wants English Pathway.

MICHELLE FRY, REDCLIFFE STATE HIGH SCHOOL
CHRISTOPHER HILL, EPPING SECONDARY COLLEGE
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Together, we can transform
maths education
When Maths Pathway started, it was just two teachers
with a big dream crammed into a small garden shed.
They knew the work they were doing was important, but
what they didn’t know was how many fellow teachers
would support them to do it.
The faith of the early adopters is humbling to this day.
They campaigned tirelessly to implement the model in
their schools and used their experiences and expertise to
continue to perfect it.

What was created wasn’t just a Learning and Teaching
Model. It was, and still is, a movement. A teacherled, grass roots push to improve the quality of maths
education available to every Australian student.
Today, seven years later, Maths Pathway stands with
3,700 teachers from across the country. And our mission
remains just as strong as we continue to grow.
If you know that real change is needed, join us. Together
we can transform maths education for future generations.

Growth of schools
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Maths Pathway allows teachers the joy of having
every student achieve and improve, which is why we
chose this profession in the first place. It makes us
look forward to walking into the classroom, to see
what they have achieved.

LACHLAN CHAMPION, BRIGHTON SECONDARY COLLEGE
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Data methodology
In Australia, tools commonly used to examine a
student’s level of achievement in mathematics include
the National Australian Program — Literacy and
Numeracy (NAPLAN)43; the Progressive Achievement
Test in Mathematics (PAT-M)44; and the On-Demand
Testing Program45. All three employ a specific type of
Item Response Theory called the Rasch Model46. In this
approach, a specially constructed test is administered
to a student, and the number of correct responses is
counted. This provides a measurement of the student’s
‘latent trait’, which can be thought of as their overall
position on a continuum, along with a margin of
statistical error. The statistical model allows this to be
done using a relatively short test (say, 40 questions)47.
The measurement approach used by Maths Pathway
is fundamentally different, because it is constructed for
a very different purpose: to target teaching to point of
need. Knowing a student’s overall level of achievement
(with or without statistical error) is not enough to
achieve this aim, because two students sitting at the
same overall level can have very different learning needs.
Instead, Maths Pathway gathers data directly on each
distinct learning objective across the entire curriculum,
spanning levels 1 through to 10A, without relying on
statistical inference. This data makes it possible to
determine the set of learning objectives that sit within
the individual student’s ZPD, but necessitates a much
longer test (typically hundreds of questions long). In
practice, students complete this diagnostic assessment
in multiple sessions spread out across a semester; and
adaptivity that leverages non-statistical inference keeps
the test length to a manageable size (using the set of
known clear relationships between connected learning
objectives; for example, single-digit addition and multidigit addition).
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The result is a detailed learning profile for each student.
That profile consists of a vast number of learning
objectives, arranged into distinct levels following the
structure of the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics. For
each learning objective for each student, there exists
evidence to show either that they have, or have not yet
achieved the objective. This learning profile is updated
each learning cycle — typically 16 times per year —
to include the updated direct evidence of what the
student has achieved.
It is worth noting that this approach amounts to
‘criterion reference’ measurement, which has been
suggested as a more suitable approach than the
Rasch Model for educational measurement because it
does not rely on an assumption of ‘unidimensionality
of ability48’. This assumption is that there is only one
underlying trait which determines a student’s response
to assessment items; rather than one trait governing
algebraic item responses, and another trait governing
geometric item responses for example. Despite having
no unidimensional latent trait, Maths Pathway learning
profile data can be abstracted down to a single ‘overall
level number’, as a function of ACARA’s arrangement of
learning objectives into a level structure in the Australian
Curriculum: Mathematics.
This overall level of achievement is derived by summing
the proportion of learning objectives which have been
achieved at each level. This accounts for both gaps from
lower levels, and competencies from higher levels. This
means that the overall level of achievement increases
whenever the student learns something new.

An explanation of the data
analysis within this report
In 2019, there were 67,210 students using Maths
Pathway. Not all of those students, however, have
been included in every mean or distribution calculation.
In general, only students with data that is sufficiently
‘complete’ from the whole year are used. This equates to
57,478 students (or 85% of the total population of Maths
Pathway students). The following section breaks down
the analysis performed on Maths Pathway data, in order
to calculate the key findings within this report.

Our data comes from 300 schools
representing 3,774 teaches and 67,210
students. The learnings from this data
are fed back into our model so we can
better serve every teacher and student.

Measuring growth rates
Student growth rate refers to academic progress made
over a defined period — the amount of new mathematics
that a student learns in that period, expressed as a
proportion of the average amount of new mathematics
a student would need to learn every year between
Year 1 and Year 10 in order to have mastered all of the
mathematics content and skills up to and including the
end of level 10, by the end of Year 10. Prior growth rate
is measured by taking a student’s diagnosed level when
they began using Maths Pathway and averaging it over
the number of years they have attended school. Note that
in the interests of estimating the impact conservatively
this is a best case estimate of prior growth, because it
assumes that students learn all of their mathematics at
school, and none prior to starting school. In reality, prior
growth rates are probably lower.

Diagnosed level
The diagnostic assessment that every student
undertakes when they begin using Maths Pathway
establishes their achievement level in line with the
Australian Curriculum: Mathematics. Year 7 students in
2019 who had sufficiently complete data were used in
the measurement of this metric, equating to a total of
23,439 students. When considering students from low
ICSEA backgrounds the number of students measured
was 63,378, as a small number of schools do not have
ICSEA data and are therefore excluded.
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I see Maths Pathway as a venture that is NEVER sitting on
its laurels. Maths Pathway is as hard working and focused
as a company as I work as a teacher. I love that! This means
that while we are on a journey, things are always
moving towards better learning for the students
and a better experience for all involved.
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